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Lord Junjunnu looks like a middle-aged woman.

Wearing a simple gown.

But in Tiance Mansion, she is the female ancestor!

No one knows her grade!

“Huh? Is there no one in Tiance Mansion? Send a woman?”

Nick and others saw that it was a woman.

All laughed.

“Laughing at me! Dignified Tiance Mansion sent a woman! Shame!”

“Today should be the most humiliating day in Tiance Mansion, right?”

“Is it because Tiance Mansion has no men at all! I think it is the nun’s house!”

…

Anyway, Nick’s task is to try to anger Tiance Mansion.

Seeing that it was a woman, Nick and others became even more unscrupulous.

Trying to laugh at…

What is the temper of the female ancestor?



Everyone in Tiance Mansion knows it.

Even the few great gods who control the real power are all scared like that.

Let alone other people.

The Lords of the key monarch are all the ancestors of the Tiance Mansion and
the Baolong clan.

Several ancestors level!

One is worse-tempered than one, and one is more grumpy.

Let’s start, one is more ruthless than the other!

In particular, several ancestors were extremely fond of Junjun.

Let’s put it this way, even if Junjun wants the stars in the sky, several ancestors
will find ways to pick them off.

To ask for Junjun now is equivalent to killing them!

Can you not be angry?

Especially this grandfather is the most grumpy among the Lords!

Some people even call her a female tyrant!

She was extremely angry because of Junjun.

Now I heard Nick taunting and the female ancestor was even more angry!

The female ancestor’s icy eyes swept back and forth on Nick and the others:
“You want me to be a disciple?”

“Yes, that’s right! Hand over Levi’s daughter quickly!”



Nick looked at her disdainfully.

None of them looked at this female ancestor.

“boom!!!”

Suddenly a booming sound exploded.

The ground collapsed!

The mushroom cloud in the air exploded!

The air swayed and turned the river to the sea, and the sky looked like thunder
rolling in the sky.

Immediately, the world became silent…

But Nick flew out…

The body is severely deformed…

The most terrifying thing is that Nick actually felt a panic of fear and pain.

Fear is normal!

If the opponent is strong, you can put pressure on him.

But the pain…

This cannot be explained!

It stands to reason that he has no body, and his body is composed of pure
energy bodies. How can this be painful?

impossible!



This is even more terrifying than removing the pain nerve!

There will be no pain!

But there was pain.

How is this going? ? ?

Could it be that the coercion of her move directly oppressed his consciousness,
causing pain?

It can only show that the woman in front of me is too strong…

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

The violent temper of the female ancestor came up, but she couldn’t stop it at all.

A slap in the face severely hit Mike, Alfred and others on the face.

“Boom…”

With every slap, the earth collapsed and mushroom clouds exploded in the sky.

The so-called pneumatic mountains and rivers!

The female ancestor is a slap!

No matter how strong the pure energy bodies of Logan and Mann’s family are,
they can all be blown out one by one in the palm of the female ancestor.



Not to mention the severe deformation of the body, it is difficult to recover for a
while.

The energy is compressed.

This is an unprecedented situation!

The most terrifying thing is that everyone feels the pain…

Since their successful experiment, they have tried various ways to feel pain, but
no results have been achieved.

But the female ancestor in front of them made them feel it with a slap.

terrible!

It’s terrible!

What kind of monster is this fucking Tiance Mansion?

Nick was shocked.

Richard was shocked.

The whole world was shocked!

Who is this hot-tempered female ancestor? ? ?
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today.

The mysterious female Lord of Tiance Mansion was born, with a hot temper,
shocking the world with a slap!

The parties shook.



Cause a chain reaction!

Richard was terrified.

In his expectation, Tiance Mansion would eventually make a move, but his hole
cards were revealed little by little.

But where did I know that a female tyrannosaurus came out directly!

Who is afraid of this hot temper?

Is the power of that slap too terrifying?

This scared everyone.

Richard hurriedly sent photos and videos of the ancestors to the laboratory of the
gods.

After a few seconds, the results came out.

There is no such information in the huge database of the Gods Laboratory.

Not a single bit!

You must know that all three of Sarah’s instructors in Tiance Mansion have found
out.

This one has no information!

“This…”

Richard was immediately startled in a cold sweat.

too frightening!

This incident shocked even the core high-level personnel of the Gods Laboratory.



For example, Richard’s immediate boss and the one who plays Joker cards are
actively paying attention.

…

In the field.

“boom!”

With a bang, the female ancestor has appeared in front of Nick.

“You want to arrest my disciple?”

She asked sharply.

“I…”

Nick was scared silly.

“boom!”

But the female ancestor didn’t give him a chance to speak at all, she slapped it
out.

Just draw Nick’s face to pieces…

Nick’s body deformed more and more seriously!

Frightened silly!

Nick was confused and blank.

“You want to arrest my disciple?”

The female ancestor looked at other people again.



“boom!!!”

…

The female ancestor slapped the faces of these people again after another.

Every slap will turn the world upside down!

The seemingly simple slap resulted in the potential for destruction.

Every slap is taken, everyone feels that the world is going to be destroyed.

Mike and others were drawn out one by one.

Their bodies are getting more and more deformed, especially their faces are torn
apart, and their recovery speed has slowed down again and again…

pain!

The pain of pulling away from the soul!

“what!!!!”

…

Let everyone let out a heart-piercing pain.

It felt like their souls were being roasted.

terror!

so horrible!

Mike and them all are going crazy!

This is too scary, right?



Originally thought that the immortality of the pure energy body, they can run wild,
even if they encounter a stronger opponent than themselves, they don’t have to
worry about it.

Because no matter how strong the opponent is, he can’t beat himself.

They have undergone various tests in the laboratories of the gods.

They are immortal.

It can’t be killed at all.

Even Richard said that he couldn’t think of a way to deal with pure energy
bodies.

In a sense, they are invincible.

No matter how strong the opponent is, they can’t kill them, they will only be
consumed alive.

So Nick and the others were very pleasantly surprised. They can’t kill them, so
they can do whatever they want.

Because no one can use them at all.

But today they have subverted their cognition.

First, they were beaten so hard to fight back.

Second, they actually felt the pain.

Third, their bodies were severely deformed, and they were unable to recover for
a while.

…



At this moment, they felt a deep sense of powerlessness in the face of this
female ancestor.

It feels like they might really die for the first time.

They felt that if they were beaten by this female ancestor a few more times, their
energy dissipated and their bodies disappeared.

They died.

They are not really immortal!

I just didn’t meet the strong!

The feeling that they are really going to die is pervasive, and everyone is
extremely scared.

After Nick got up, enduring the heart-piercing pain, he immediately shouted: “This
woman is very strong! We can’t be defeated by her one by one! Let’s be
together!”

Under the command of Nick, dozens of people gathered together.

Staring fiercely at the female ancestor!
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The pure energy body will really die!

This is the deep feeling of the parties!

They are really scared to come alone!



This woman is so fucking fierce!

I have never seen it so fierce!

I’m really scared.

Therefore, Nick wants to gather everyone together to deal with the female
ancestor.

“This is our first collective action! We will let you know how strong we are!”

Nick’s eyes were full of confidence.

Together with dozens of them, they didn’t pay attention to the female ancestor at
all.

Together they made a shocking move.

What’s more, Richard has carefully arranged a set of cooperative tactics for
them.

Let them maximize their power.

To achieve the effect that one plus one is greater than two.

So everyone shot together, and every confidence came.

If everyone beats the one in front of you again.

They really alarmed the world.

Everyone became more excited.

Their momentum changed, and a breath of silence came out and filled the
audience.



Richard and the Lab of the Gods are full of expectations and confidence.

They really want to see the picture of victory.

…

Seeing Nick everyone unite, the female ancestor just sneered.

“roll!!!”

When she stepped on the ground with her feet, the ground shook, and everyone
was shaken.

The terrible momentum is spreading.

Everyone felt something was wrong, as if something happened in this place.

“Huh? No…this…how am I restricted…I can’t use my energy…”

Nick’s face changed drastically.

“Me too! I can’t control it either! I feel something pressing against me…”

“I can’t move, my whole body seems to be restricted…”

“What’s the matter? What’s wrong with us?”

…

Everyone was dumbfounded.

They are restricted.

Even the most basic power cannot be used.

The weaker ones can’t even move.



This…

Could it be…

They looked at the female ancestor one after another!

She stomped her feet just now, which seems to have changed the magnetic field
and other elements here?

Limit their energy directly?

Let them not be able to play a bit!

The female ancestor looked at them blankly, slowly raised her right hand, and
slapped it out in the air.

A huge palm came out suddenly.

“Rumble…”

The sky is shaking!

Almost the entire capital is shaking.

The black clouds in the sky were directly dispersed…

Nick and dozens of others were directly knocked to the ground.

A palm print the size of four football fields landed on the ground, several meters
deep!

Shocked!

It was too shocking!

The power of a slap is terrifying!



Is this a god?

Why is this middle-aged woman so scary? ? ?

As for Nick, they have been photographed directly into cakes!

Under the palm of the female ancestor, half of their energy body was blasted
away.

The remaining half let them linger!

It turned out that the female ancestors were merciful, otherwise they would be
taken away with a slap.

The reason for keeping them is to take them back for Tiance Mansion to study!

How to kill pure energy body?

The female ancestor of Tiance Mansion gave the answer today!

Just strong enough!

Are they not made of terrible energy?

Then just blast away the energy!

Don’t they just die?

Of course, for ordinary people, the energy of their body is too terrible.

How can it be easily blown away?

Totally impossible!

In particular, the energy produced by the collision of super-energy particles
discovered by Wood Zhengjie is even more terrifying.



This is the need for this person to be strong enough!!!

The female ancestor shouted in a certain direction: “Did you see it? This is the
solution! A bunch of trash! This little thing will affect my disciple!”

The female ancestor is doing things in Jiao Tian Ce Mansion.

The female ancestor shouted again–

“This is not the place you should come to. If you have ideas, please get away
from me!”

“Especially anyone who dares to hit my disciple’s idea, no matter who I am, I will
kill it!”

Domineering and protect the calf!

The most domineering in history!
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The female ancestor is warning Xiaoxiao all over the world, don’t make
Morendam’s idea.

Not to mention her disciple’s idea!

If in the past, no matter who warned, even if Levi saved Da Xia time and time
again, who abroad would simply ignore it.

Because the deterrence is not enough.

But today this ancestor has such a voice, everyone is scared.

Who is not afraid?

Slap so many pure energy bodies on the ground, who is not afraid?



Just as the various forces in various countries are studying how to deal with the
pure energy body, the female ancestor came out directly, she can kill the pure
energy body, this shock cannot be described in words.

Even Richard’s heart kept tugging, and his face was extremely ugly.

He was frightened.

He finally understood why his boss said that the Lab of the Gods could deal with
pure energy bodies.

It turns out that in the eyes of the real strong, the pure energy body is just like the
weak chicken, which can be easily crushed.

Before Wood Zhengjie’s level was reached, they were all scum.

In this way, Richard’s plan all fell through.

His original plan was to use people like Nick to force out Tiance Mansion’s hole
cards little by little.

Tiance Mansion will slowly send out more and more powerful Lords.

There must be at least ten batches.

Then he can analyze the dozens of Lords in Tiance Mansion.

Anyway, in his expectation, it is not easy for Tiance Mansion to deal with Nick’s
dozens of pure energy bodies.

At least peeling.

Even more than a dozen batches of Lords, there will be more.

Almost revealed most of Tiance Mansion’s trump cards…



But who could think of a female ancestor coming out? ? ?

I slapped it all on the ground.

Everyone can tell that she has kept her hand.

Otherwise, Nick would all be slapped to death by her.

so horrible!

The problem is solved with one slap.

Richard was dumbfounded.

Tiance Mansion was even more dumbfounded.

What they want to break their brains, is that solved?

But sometimes hiding it is not necessarily a good thing.

You have to be decisive and deal with it directly.

…

“Do you understand now? Tiance Mansion and Baolong clan are very powerful,
just like you don’t know how powerful the Gods Lab is!”

The immediate boss said something like a touch of cold water splashing on
Richard’s head.

He is still arrogant.

Delusion to use these pure energy bodies to measure the hole cards of Tiance
Mansion.

But the result was obvious-it failed.



Also elicited such a lunatic, and shocked the whole world!

…

In the biblical organization.

The evil gods finally knew what the dark god had said and their disdain for pure
energy bodies.

In the face of absolute power, the pure energy body is vulnerable.

If you can’t solve it, then you are not strong enough.

“Tiance Mansion and the Baolong clan can’t afford to provoke them. Basically,
how long the history of Morendam is, and how deep the Tiance Mansion Baolong
clan is!

The Dark God said such a sentence.

…

Great summer capital.

The female ancestor dragged dozens of Nick away with a rope.

She wants to hand them over to Tiance Mansion to study…

Although weak in front of her, it still makes sense for Morendam.

People from Tiance Mansion came to greet him immediately.

Each was wiping cold sweat.

Isn’t the ancestor’s temper too hot?

Three under five divided by two and cleaned up.



Really vigorous and resolute!

Before handing the people out, the female ancestor looked at everyone with
disdain: “Just you chickens! Even if my disciple Junjun gives it to you, you can’t
take it away!”

“Ok?”

Everyone was taken aback.

But quickly reflected the meaning of this sentence.

It’s very simple-

The female ancestor means that the king is strong enough, even if it is given to
them, they will not be able to take it away…

“hiss!”

Everyone gasped.

Is a little kid so strong?

Think about it too.

The strongest talent, plus a few ancestors to guide…

All sides change color.

It can be said that the slap of the female ancestor has drawn a new era…
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The pure energy body was solved in this way.

It was also taken by Tiance Mansion for research.

After the female ancestor returned, the great gods all hid far away.

Although the female ancestor broke too many rules by doing this, it caused too
much sensation.

It may have changed the trajectory of some times.

But few great gods dare to say!

Don’t say it’s them, even the helm of Tiance Mansion can’t say it?

They can hide as far as they can!

This time directly established the position of Junjun.

The most unprovoked child!

But the people in Tiance Mansion knew that this kid could not be messed with.

What the world saw this time was an ancestor.

But know that there are more than ten ancestors standing behind this child!

That’s it for one.



If more than a dozen ancestors stand up together!

That would be unimaginable…

But these are not known outside.

I thought that Junjun only has this Lord!

It is the people of Tiance Mansion who suffer.

Not even a few great gods dared to provoke them, let alone other people.

…

They breathed a sigh of relief.

Now Levi can continue to retreat.

What surprised them was that Tiance Mansion secretly sent two pure energy
bodies for them to study.

In fact, the members of Tiance Mansion who came to give it to God of War
Industry didn’t know why it was given to God of War Industry.

What they didn’t understand was that this was given away by Tianji Pavilion.

In this way, God of War Industry can study the pure energy body from the source,
so as to target defense.

Commoner Killing God even asked the representative of Tiance Mansion: “Is Mr.
Garrison’s mother okay?”

Several representatives of Tiance Mansion were all dumbfounded: “What is Mr.
Garrison’s mother? We don’t know.”



Commoner Killing God is anxious: “No, didn’t Tiance Mansion rescue the
people?”

“Huh? Is there such a thing?”

“No! Absolutely nothing!”

“What’s more, do you think about Tiance Mansion’s resolute and vigorous
solution to the problem this time, do you need to secretly save people?”

…

They were taken aback for a while.

That’s true.

There is no need to cover up to save people, the female ancestor came out and
slapped to death.

Who was the one who rescued Levi’s mother?

Everyone is puzzled.

Besides Logan and Mann’s family, even though Mike and others were captured
alive, their status has not diminished at all.

Why?

Just because they are Jun Jun’s family!

Everyone knows about the female ancestor protecting the calf. Who would dare
to provoke Junjun’s family?

They are the number one giants.



“I really didn’t expect that in the end our wish would come true, and we would rely
on Levi!”

Old man Logan and others sighed.

…

The female ancestor took this slap, as if the whole world was quiet.

The Lab of the Gods and Richard were all honest.

I was really afraid of being beaten.

All parties need to evaluate Morendam.

The various forces really did not move at all.

Except for those ancient racial forces, the others really didn’t move.

But this gave God of War industry time to grow wildly.

This industrial group supported by all parties is developing at a terrifying speed.

Develop advanced weapons and technology.

Three months passed in a blink of an eye.

All parties have changed a lot.

It’s really a race against time.

They all understand that the new era is coming soon, if anyone is slow, they are
likely to be eliminated in the future.

The biggest change is plum dye.



These three months plus the time before, the God of Darkness used various
methods to inspire Sarah.

“boom!!!”

Finally on this day, the palace of the Bible Organization made a muffled noise.

The clouds in the sky were dispersed, the earthquake trembled, and the birds
and beasts ran away…

“Hahaha, it worked!”

From the sky, the laughter of the dark god came.

A brand new plum dye appeared.

“This, this…”

The eighteen dark angels showed incredible expressions.

Chapter 2110

How could she become so strong? ? ?

What happened during this time?

Did the dark god fully arouse her potential?

The Eighteenth Dark Angels and other members of the Bible Organization are
already strong enough, but why do they show such an expression when they see
Sarah?

That’s because they felt a sense of oppression similar to the dark god in Sarah…

It shows that even if Sarah is inferior to the Dark God, he is infinitely close.



This is also terrible!

They finally knew why the Dark God would directly choose Sarah as his disciple.

This is the answer.

Because she can be so strong!

“From today, you are the female emperor of the Bible Organization! Your status is
second only to me!”

The Dark God directly canonized Sarah as the Empress…

Everyone was shocked but sighed.

…

the other side.

People in Common Killer were worried about Ollie’s safety and began to look for
Levi.

Suzaku finally found Levi’s retreat with a lot of effort.

After repeated inquiries and no results, several people from Common Killer broke
into Levi’s retreat.

It was discovered that Levi was missing.

“Ok???”

“Isn’t Mr. Garrison in retreat? Why is he missing?”

Commoner Killing God and others were stunned.



After Alton looked around, he was surprised: “I have been away for at least three
months!”

“Did you make a mistake about Suzaku, the boss is not here at all to retreat?”

Wesley asked.

Ron and Owen said at the same time: “Impossible! We helped Suzaku find this
place, the boss retreat here before!”

“Yes, it can’t be wrong! The boss is here to retreat! You see, these are all left by
the boss!”

Suzaku also said.

Alton thought and couldn’t help saying: “It is certain that the boss did retreat here
and left about three months ago! Isn’t it the time when Nick’s pure energy bodies
were rampant?”

“hiss!!!”

Everyone gasped.

A terrible idea came up.

So at that time, Levi left the customs? ? ?

Doesn’t it mean that he can solve the pure energy body.

“It is estimated that the boss wanted to make a move at that time, but the female
ancestor of Tiance Mansion appeared! It is estimated that the boss didn’t do it!”

Alton exclaimed.

Everyone smiled: “So the boss left early!”



Commoner Killing God frowned: “Where did the gentleman go in these three
months? Why is there no news at all? It stands to reason that he should meet
with us after he leaves customs?”

“I don’t know, there is no news!”

Everyone is shaking their heads.

Alton smiled: “According to the style of the boss, he must be doing something
big! The reason why he didn’t contact us was probably because he was afraid of
exposure! After all, God of War industry has developed to a certain scale, and we
are not necessarily safe. It’s not necessarily eyeing.”

Wesley also nodded: “Yes, if the boss needs us, he will definitely contact us.
What we have to do now is to develop God of War industry…”

Kylin is looking forward to it: “The boss has been out for three months, I think
there will be some movement soon! It must be a big move, look forward to it!”

Everyone understands.

Levi had no news for three months after leaving the customs, so a big move is
bound to be brewing.

…

That’s right.

Levi had already left the customs.

Three months ago.

When Nick and others raged, he left the barrier.

He had long wanted to catch all the clutter in one go.



But Nick and their dozens of people were too scattered.

Two people are in one area.

It is impossible to concentrate on one piece at all.

Levi was waiting for an opportunity for all of them to come together.

The opportunity came, it was time to negotiate with Tiance Mansion.

Just as he was about to shoot, the female ancestor ran out.

Levi could only give up.

Also feel the stunning combat power of the female ancestor!

Also knows Junjun’s condition.

He needn’t worry anymore.

Where is Levi now?


